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Night owl security system manual

Cars are expensive. Except for the house, perhaps, some of the purchases we make will be compared to a new car. And like any other expensive asset, the car generates secondary costs - the risk of theft. In some parts of the set back world, locking doors may be enough to ward off the threat.
Everywhere else, it's a good idea to call yourself – and your car – with some security. On the bright side, auto theft has been steadily decreasing in recent years; In 2009, fewer than 1 million cars were stolen in the US [source: NICB]. This is the lowest number in two decades, and car safety has come a
long way in this period of time. For example, more than 30 car models from General Motors are equipped with OnStar, a car safety device that provides everything from turn-by-turn navigation to stolen vehicle tracking and remote ignition locking [source: OnStar]. The technological miracle that it is,
OnStar is just the tip of the iceberg – a bevy of high-tech auto safety systems track cars using GPS or radio, and can even kill the ignition from afar. Advertising Modern security systems run a gamut of pre-installed utility components such as OnStar to top-of-the-line features like LoJack. Read on to learn
about 10 amazing car safety systems, including affordable everyday solutions, military Smartrucks and DNA recognition systems right from the future. Content OnStar may be the strongest advertising presence in any car safety solution on the market. GM has successfully telegraphed the unique benefits
of OnStar in its commercial campaigns: Similar to ads for Broadview Home Security, which feature its operators standing to help homeowners who've burglarized, OnStar ads usually portray useful operators communicating to drivers after an accident. But how does onstar work, exactly? OnStar systems
operate over a digital cellular network in the United States, and its customers can communicate with the service 24 hours a day by pressing a button in their cars. Forgot to have some country back on the road? Contact a consultant and he or she will give you turn-by-turn directions to get you home. It is
one of OnStar's three-button system elements for communication. With the attached plan or prepaid package in minutes, OnStar also provides handsfree calling by pressing the second button. The third button prompts an emergency call directly to OnStar Advisor. Advertising In a real-world emergency,
such as a car accident, airbag sensors or other sensors built into a vehicle equipped with OnStar, you can automatically alert the operator about the condition of the vehicle and the location that OnStar then uses to directly control the emergency responders. But it is an awful lot about emergencies; when
it comes to simple old security, OnStar is pretty impressive, too. OnStar can unlock your if you lose the keys or sniff the horn if you lost the huge sea sea the deck; The system tracks stolen cars using GPS, and operators can block the ignition of newer models and remotely slow them down during high-
speed chases. OnStar is much more than just a security system – it's more of a comprehensive service system, and its mobile apps for iPhone and Android make features like remote doors unlocking even easier. The comprehensive comes with a cost, of course – in OnStar's case, which means $199 a
year for a basic Safe &amp; Sound plan or $299 per year for directions &amp; connections plan, which adds step-by-step navigation. LoJack is one of the most famous examples of car safety that uses radio tracking to hunt down and recover stolen vehicles. Most tracking devices have the same thing:
small transmitters are hidden somewhere inside the car and can be traced to an external source tuned to the correct frequency. Because GPS receivers require a line-of-sight orbiting satellite to get a positioning fix, systems like LoJack have the advantage of tracking cars in some places GPS will fail. Due
to close ties with law enforcement organizations, LoJacking devices actually appear in police computer systems. LoJack units are linked to the car's unique vehicle identification number (VIN) when a stolen car is reported and the VIN is entered into a national police crime computer that automatically
triggers the LoJack unit into the vehicle [source: LoJack]. Advertising and LoJack stands with their product with a 24-hour recovery guarantee. Basically, if your car is stolen and can't be found within 24 hours, you'll get your money back – for LoJack, anyway [source: LoJack]. The downside to the LoJack
police partnership is that the recovery system is only good in some nova lands in the United States – and it's expensive. The basic version of LoJack costs $695, but owning one could potentially save up to 35 percent on car insurance [source: LoJack]. Now that we've touched onStar and LoJack, two of
the biggest names in car safety, let's take a look at how BMW competes against GM's OnStar juggernaut. BMW began offering its version of OnStar, BMW Assist, with its 2007 series of cars. BMW Assist includes most of the features that make OnStar so popular: automatic collision detection,
communication with bmw response specialist and remote door unlocking. BMW also claims to be working with the police to help with the recovery of stolen vehicles. Since the system uses GPS systems for tracking and mobile communication systems, just as OnStar does, BMW may be able to work with
the police to provide GPS tracking data [source: BMWUSA.com]. Although BMW Assist is free for the first four years of around 2007 and later on vehicles, BMW charges a $199 annual fee from it [source: BMWUSA.com]. Not all BMWs include Assist as a standard feature: 2011 128i Coupe, for example,
only gets BMW Assist with premium package package BMWUSA.com]. Advertising A little less practical - but its cool - implementation of safety features, bmw X5 Security Plus is the only publicly available vehicle from a large-scale car manufacturer to offer class 6 armoured body and glass. Security Plus
looks very similar to a normal BMW X5, but its armor cladding can shrug off bullets from the AK47, and several vehicle options such as sirens and front and rear cameras make it much safer than your average car [source: Autoblog]. If buying a brand new armored luxury car sounds like overkill (whether
it's simply out of your price range), it may be time to consider more affordable options. Despite its name, the next security system doesn't come with bulletproof cladding – but with vehicle tracking, it gets the job done. CarShield basically outfits older cars with a safety and diagnostic system similar to
AnStar or BMW Assist with a small adapter. By connecting the CarShield diagnostic port to any vehicle manufactured since 1996, it can access the vehicle's computer system and transfer data to a phone or internet device using mobile technology. CarShield monitors the car's battery and heat levels and
can detect other problems such as oil pressure and manipulation of the CarShield unit. Integrated GPS also provides vehicle tracking, and CarShield can be configured to provide updates or alerts about vehicle status via email or SMS [source: CarShield]. CarShield is one of the cheapest telematics
examples on the market today. Telematics refers to the long-range transmission of information on the car to telecommunications and informatic equipment equipment equipment. If you own a car manufactured after 1996 and want to upgrade it with telematics capabilities, CarShield costs $349 and
requires a $159 annual fee to cover system wireless services and roadside assistance. Like OnStar, CarShield has consultants who can provide emergency assistance. CarShield was a finalist in the 2010 Best Aftermarket Device Telematics Award [source: PRLog]. Advertising Does your car come with a
keychain pager, a small device that allows you to lock or unlock your car door from afar? They are the basic accessory for new cars and provide convenient ways to make sure your door is always locked. Commando FM-870 is a souped-up keychain page. It can unlock the car door without a key and start
the engine remotely from 2,500 feet (762 meters) away. Commando includes a small device with an LCD display that monitors doors and trunks open/closed and can detect the hard impact on your vehicle [source: Commando]. A forced entry or engine start will trigger a warning to command the FM-870
LCD display. In addition to remote start and keyless recording features, the commando component that is installed in the vehicle includes car alarms that can be programmed to start on the basis of unauthorized access to the vehicle. Commission 201 201 The Paraton FM-870 sells for $169.99 on a
commando web site. The installation process of commando requires some manual wiring so make sure you or someone you know is able to install it before making a purchase. Advertising Although the Commando FM-870's LCD-equipped remote helps it stand out from the crowd, it is far from the only
multi-function security system on the market. Next, let's take a look at the Viper 1002. If Commando piqued your interest, Viper's 1002 security system is definitely worth considering. The package comes with two, four-button remote controls that run over radio frequencies up to a distance of about 1,320
feet (402 meters) — a shorter range than Commando. The stinger impact sensor detects the pressure applied to the vehicle and can respond to lighter events with an alarm chirp rather than a full explosion of sound from the six-tone siren system. For example, anyone who happens to lean toward their
car on the street will be treated with a light warning instead of blaring an alarm that disturbs the entire neighborhood. Failsafe Starter Kill, which you activate after parking and getting out of the car, is designed to keep the engine closed. When turned on, it won't start, even with a key. Convenience options
such as remote engine start and keyless entry or trunk opening are here, too [source: Viper]. While viper set the MSRP at $299.99, viper 1002 security system retails significantly less at the number of stores: Amazon.com sells it for $112. Advertising Now that we've gotten a nice look at multi-function
security systems, let's take a look at a more focused device with a singule purpose: keeping this engine cold, no matter how hard car thieves try to go for a joyride. The Joint U.K.based Cobra produces quite a range of car accessories, from headrest-mounted DVD players to parking aids. Looking for GPS
tracking systems? Cobra they are. But Cobra also sells a car security device known to stop thieves in their tracks. Cobra 8510 immobilizer name alone would give you a pretty good idea of how this car safety system works. It is accredited by the Thatcham organization, which tests and rates vehicle safety
systems. Immobilizers operate by disabling the engine components necessary for starting. By turning on the ignition system, immobilizers make it very difficult to hotwire the car and start it without a key [source: CarsBuddy]. The Cobra 8510 comes with two keys that can deactivate the system – as long
as you keep them safe, your car may not go anywhere without you in it. Cobra weapons itself automatically – without a key, car thieves will have serious problems making off with any car they break into that is equipped with an immobilizer. And compared to GPS solutions or other multifunction car safety
solutions, immobilizers come at a low price. Cobra 8510 cost $65 per Amazon.co.uk. Advertising cobra's ConraTrak 5 takes several differences in cobra security system benefits and bundles them together into one powerful system that earned it a Category 5 deployment of the Thatcham system, which
means it must effectively help you recover the vehicle if it is stolen [source: Thatcham]. This means that the CobraTrak 5 system, which Cobra calls one of its top range systems, features vehicle tracking that works in a very unique way. An automatic driver recognition (ADR) system creates a link between
your car and the card you carry with your person. If the card is out of the car, the ADR system is armed and immediately alerts the Cobra Operations Center if the car is moved. If the thief somehow makes it off with your keys but doesn't grab an ADR card, they'll beast: The ADR system will know that the
card is not in the vehicle by a car thief. Cobra can also start immobilization of the remote engine. When a stolen car is turned off, it no longer turns on. Along with GPS tracking, the immobilization of remote-controlled engines increases the chances that the police will be able to find and recover a stolen
vehicle [source: Cobra]. Advertising This is a high-end, pricey safety system for car owners living in Europe. Cobra charges £649 ($1,050) for the system, plus £199 ($322) for an annual supervisory fee [source: Cobra]. If it sounds too rich in your blood, check out our next form of car safety. It may not
come with GPS tracking or remote engine immobilization, but it will be a whole lot harder for a carjacker to sell his stolen vehicle in an underground chop shop. Each vehicle shall have its own vehicle identification number (VIN), a series of digits unique to the vehicle. The VIN is located on the dashboard,
where it is viewable through the car windshield. Covering vin to hide it from the prying outer eye is one way for car thieves to hide the vehicle's identity. When the car is stolen and makes it chop shop, kiss it goodbye; it will be carved up and sold in parts, and one VIN number won't do much good. But
using a process called VIN coding, you can apply this one-of-a-kind identification number to your car windows, making it hard and expensive to sell the car off parts. VINshield is a product that makes it easy to apply VIN serials to all windows in your car. The do-it-yourself kit includes stencils with your VIN
and chemical agents to apply a window to engrave the identification code into the glass. The two warning stickers that come with VINshield can do an even better job of warding off potential thieves. VIN etchage can't track your car with GPS, or immobilize the engine or went for a blaring warning siren, but
it can deter carjackers and make your car harder to sell illegally. Best of all, a single car VINshield kit sells for only $ much less than most car safety system systems VINshield]. Advertising VINshield wraps it for practical safety measures, but that's not the end of the road. Some of the most amazing high-
tech security systems aren't exactly on the market yet – in fact, some just exist in fiction. Let's take a look at what futuristic car safety Nissan and Lexus have been working on. Nissan Vision 2015 aims to develop new automotive concepts and technologies in 2015. Some of these new technologies aim to
reduce the number of road deaths and injuries. One of Nissan Vision's 2015 concept cars embodies this goal to fully integrate advanced technology in the car to prevent drunk driving – and drunk driving, period [source: DUI.com]. Sensors in the car seat and gear shifting can detect alcohol through the
driver's sweat and prevent the vehicle from passing. In addition, the camera watches the driver's eyes. If it detects signs of drowsiness or drunkenness, the car issues a voice alert to the driver and tightens the seat belt as a wake-up call [source: DUI.com]. The car may even detect suspicious driving
activity that could indicate someone falling asleep at the wheel – drift out of the lane and the car can give you the same warning and seat belt tuck [source: DUI.com]. While its futuristic concept of cars may not be hitting highways just yet, Nissan has already included a drunken driving message in its
current navigation system [source: DUI.com]. In another decade Nissan's vision may be a daily reality, and car safety systems will be just as good to keep us safe from ourselves as they are preventing external threats. Are you thinking of improving your car's performance? HowStuffWorks looks at 10
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